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This is the first full-length study of digital identity in a transactional context, from a legal perspective.Clare
Sullivans analysis reveals the emergence of a distinct, new legal concept of identity. This concept is
particularly clear under a national identity scheme such as the United Kingdom and Indian schemes.

However, its emergence is evident even in jurisdictions, like Australia, which do not have a formal national
identity scheme. Much of the analysis can also be extrapolated to proprietary schemes such as those run by
banks and other businesses.An individual's digital identity which is used for transactional purposes has

crucial functions which give it legal personality. The author argues that an individual's digital identity also
has the characteristics of property which can, and should, be legally protected. Identity theft is defined using
the emergent concept and the study shows that digital identity is property which capable of actually being

stolen and criminally damaged.

Digital identity provision needs to be interoperable. Electronic authentication such as a digital certificate can
serve the function of online identity verification. Trusting the link between a real identity and a digital

identity first requires someone to validate the identity or in.

Legal Digital

To get the ball rolling on the year to come Digital Identity NZ is organising a Hui Taumata summit you wont
want to miss In this Hui we will experience a Kapa Krero with an allMori panel exploring perspectives from
Te Ao Mori and you will hear from the DIA who will be updating us on the Interim Trust Framework. Despite
this huge investment managing digital identities continues to be plagued by three Cs Cumbersome Costly
and. If you dont know what your digital identity is then you may not know whats at stakeor how to help
protect yourself. A digital identity may be a pseudonymous profile linked to the devices IP address for
example a randomlygenerated unique ID. Improving Digital Identity Act of 2020 A governmentwide
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approach. These rules make it easier for citizens to access public services using electronic identification such
as e.
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